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Building of LSR UzhNU before  and after reconstruction
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INSTRUMENTS

Uzhgorod:

1. AVR-2

2. AFU-75 electrophotometer 

3. SBG ( under reconstruction )

Derenovka:

1. TPL-1M

2. Takahashi BRC-250M

3. ChV-400



  

Telescope AVR-2



  

INSTRUMENTS              AFU-75

Photometry 

F = 1 m
D = 100 mm

Filters — B, V
Max magnitude = 12m



  

INSTRUMENTS                       SBG

CCD Apoge Alta F16
4096 x 4096
9x9 micron

F = 720 mm
D = 400 mm
FOV  2.5 deg

Max magnitude  15m



  

INSTRUMENTS                SBG



  

INSTRUMENTS                SBG

S = 9.2 %



  

INSTRUMENTS                SBG

FOV  2.5 deg



  

INSTRUMENTS                TPL-1M

PhEM - photometry 
F1 = 11 m 
F2 = 4 m equvalent
D = 1000 mm

CCD TV Sanyo - astrometry
568 x 756 pixel 6 micron
F = 86 mm
D = 50 mm
FOV = 3x4 deg

Max magnitude = 13m



  

PHOTOMETRY 

1. Sich-2
2. Ajisai
3. Topex-Poseidon
4. Midas 3,4,6,7
5. Envisat

Photometry of low orbit 
satellites such as:

Photometry in emergency 
situations :

1. Sich-2
2. EgyptSat
3. Phobos-Grunt

Determination of period of own rotation, shape determination



  

PHOTOMETRY 

      Photometry of low orbit satellite Sich-2 on TPL-1M telescope



  

PHOTOMETRY 

Photometry of low orbit satellite ENVISAT on TPL-1M telescope



  

PHOTOMETRY 

Photometry of low orbit satellite MIDAS-7 on TPL-1M telescope



  

PHOTOMETRY CALIBRATION PROGRAM 



  

Lomb-Scargl Period search program  (LSP) 



  

INSTRUMENTS        Takahashi BRC-250M

CCD Apogee Alta U9
3072 x 2048 pixel 9 micron
pixel = 1.47 ''

FOV = 74.84' x 49.91'
F = 1268 mm
D = 250 mm

Max magnitude = 15m



  

INSTRUMENTS        Takahashi BRC-250M



  

INSTRUMENTS                       ChV-400

CCD FLI PL9000
3056 x 3056 pixel 12 micron
F = 1715 mm
D = 400 mm
FOV = 73.26' x 73.26'
Pixel =1.44''

Filters — B, V, R
Filter wheel — FLI CFW-5-7
Max magnitude = 18m



  

INSTRUMENTS                       ChV-400



  

INSTRUMENTS                       ChV-400



  

ASTROMETRY OF GSO

80 — 90 nights in year
Accuracy of coordinate — 1''

About 50 satellites in summer night and near 100 
satellites in winter night.

STATISTIC of BRC-250M:   trans  nights  measures
       01.01.14 – 01.04.14         1202     22      8677
       01.04.14 – 01.07.14         1011     26      8145
       
       2014                                              82



  

ASTEROIDS

In the end of 2014 with new ChV-400 telescope we registered in MPC 
(code K99) and start to observe asteroids.

2014 November 9 we obtain data that confirm discovery of 
C/2014 W11 (PANSTARRS) comet.

Comet was discovered 26.11.2014 on Pan-STARRS 1 telescope.

MPEC 2014-X32 : COMET C/2014 W11 (PANSTARRS)
K99 ISON-Uzhgorod Observatory. Observers V. I. Kudak, V. M. Perig. 

Measurer V. I. Kudak. 0.4-m reflector + CCD.
.... ............................Our measurments.................................

CK14W110 C2014 11 29.94257 09 20 22.83 +13 26 20.1 18.7 TuEX032K99
CK14W110 C2014 11 29.96097 09 20 23.13 +13 26 13.3 18.6 TuEX032K99
CK14W110 C2014 11 30.10525 09 20 25.56 +13 25 35.1 18.7 TuEX032K99
CK14W110 C2014 11 30.12697 09 20 25.93 +13 25 29.6 18.8 TuEX032K99

..............................................................................................



  

PLANS

We can do variable star photometry (DWARF project)

Also there is a idea to start spectrophotometry 
observations on TPL-1M telescope with colleagues from 

Kolonica observatory (Slovakia).

Start photometry of asteroids with help of colleagues 
from mt.Suhora Observatory



  

“CHAOS” telescope control system

TCS have:
 
- basic scheduling

1223 = HA 210425.02(-1.114) -032219.01(1.385) 0.00 1x15.0 @175410-175430
1223 = GEO 123412 +071245 15.6 2x20

195 = F 123412 +071245 13.5 2x30
195 = MP 2x30

- read ephemeris of GSO and asteroids/comets (MPC and other formats) 
- mount control (LX200, SynScan, SiTech, EQMOD, ASCOM, …) 
- dome control



  

CHAOS software



  

CameraControl software

 - work with FLI, Apogee, and SBIG CCD

- can receive commands from CHAOS by TCP/IP protocol

- get GPS second from AccuTime deamon, so CCD can 
grab frame with time precision 0.5 ms



  

CameraControl software



  

Astrometry Software   -  APEX II

Apex II is an open general-purpose software platform for astronomical 

image processing, used as a standard tool for initial data reduction by 

members of the ISON collaboration. Its major focus is on consistent 

use of advanced automatic algorithms for image pre-processing, object 

detection and classification, accurate positional and photometric 

measurements, initial orbit determination, and catalog matching.

Software is written in Python by  Kouprianov Vladimir from
Central (Pulkovo) Astronomical Observatory of the Russian Academy 
of Sciences Saint Petersburg, Russia 



  

APEX II       Structure

 Apex II consists of several components:

1. core - high-level interpreted dynamic (scripting) programming 
language;

2. standard library of general-purpose utility functions and algorithms 
specific to the area of astronomical image processing;

3. object-oriented graphical user interface (GUI) subsystem for 
interactive image examination and plotting data, built on top of the 
core language and library;

4. a set of user functions and scripts which utilize the above 
components to perform particular image processing tasks.



  

APEX II       Structure

Like other such type software 
(like IRAF, MIDAS) this is also command line type.

So installing  base apex packet you will be able to run such scripts :

1. apex_python.py   -  base python

2. apex_wcs.py  - manipulate with WCS if FIT files

3. apex_superdark.py, apex_superflat.py

4. apex_calibrate.py - Apex automatic image calibration (dark, flat, 
cosmetic, sky)

5. apex_crop.py - Apex script for cropping images

6. apex_stack.py - Apex script for automatic image alignment and stacking

7. apex_auto.py - Apex automatic general image processing, get frame 
astrometry     



  

APEX II       Structure
But there is few more package thet can be installed and give 
more possibilities :
1. apex-mp — processing of files with minor planets

  apex_mpc.py - automatic minor planet/comet observation processing 

  apex_astphot.py - Apex script for asteroid photometry

2. apex-ep - package for exoplanet transit detection. Currently, the package 
contains three dedicated scripts that implement the full image processing and 
transit detection pipeline:

  apex_epphot.py - raw image calibration and analysis, extraction of 
instrumental magnitudes, primary quality control;

  apex_epmatch.py - cross-correlation of detections between frames, 
optional astrometry and secondary quality control;

  apex_epfind.py - obtaining final lightcurves with respect to 
automatically selected stars, transit event detection.



  

Basic frame that APEX can process (GSO satellite)



  

CoLiTec 

CoLiTec - automated software for the image 
processing and moving objects detection

Currently use this software on K99 (ChV-400) 
telescope for asteroid finding



  

CoLiTec features

1. Automatic detection of faint moving objects (SNR>2.5)

2. Working with very wide field of view (up to 10 degrees²)

3. Auto calibration and cosmetic correction

4. Fully automatic robust algorithm of astrometric reduction

5. Automatic rejection of objects with worst observations

6. Results viewer (LookSky) with graphical user interface 

7. Multi-threaded support for multi-cores systems and local network

8. Processing pipeline managed by OLDAS 
                                                        (OnLine Data Analysis System)



  

CoLiTec.   Farames filtration

frames and histogram before filtration frames and histogram after filtration



  

CoLiTec. Algorithm for moving object detection

CoLiTecCoLiTec



  

CoLiTec



  

CoLiTec

Object #14 identified with asteroid P9943 
(MPCORB) 

Object #17 not identified with known asteroids

Blink



  

RI NAO methods

In UNOD (Ukrainian network of optical devices) we use combined method to 
observe LEO satellites. This method is also useful for asteroids astrometry  
( NEOCP )

Combined method – using additional frames for reference stars, always point 
stars (designed in RI NAO). 



  

NAO methods

Track and stack technique (digital tracking)

used with TV CCD cameras and photo objectives



  

Thank you for your attention Questions ?
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